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Fresh, independent non-fiction publishing imprint

Our name comes from the Norfolk word 
‘mardle’, which means to have a natter and 

tell stories

We are dedicated to finding the very best voices in  
commercial non-fiction. We publish books about real  

people, real events and extraordinary lives.

For every title, we deliver unique and tailor-made marketing  
and publicity campaigns to ensure that our books live  

in the hearts (and homes) of many readers

Mardle [ma dl] / noun 
informal chat… storytelling
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We Need to Talk
Emily Hunt

The truth about sexual violence and one 
woman’s fight for justice

There is something I need to tell you...

Emily was in a restaurant, having lunch with 
her father – the next thing she remembers is 
waking up, naked, in a strange hotel room, next 
to a man she did not know. She suspected she 
had been drugged, raped and later found out 
she had been filmed without her consent.

What happened to her that night could have 
happened to anyone. What came next happens 
to far too many victims.

Part memoir and part investigation, Emily 
shines a light on the fault lines of a system and 
a society that is failing victims of rape.

Emily Hunt is an American anglophile, a single 
mother, lives in London and last but by no 
means least, she is a law changer. In her role 
as an expert adviser to the government she 
provides specialist advice on improving the 
criminal justice system for rape victims. Her 
ongoing work will primarily focus on ensuring 
that the Government’s end-to-end rape review 
effectively focuses on delivering real impacts 
within the criminal justice system. 

02 February 2023
Paperback • B-format
£9.99
ISBN: 9781914451157
272pp

'As inspiring as it is enraging, Emily Hunt turns 
trauma into action, exposing a criminal justice 
system that fails women, and a culture that 
enables violence against us. A rallying call for 
change, and a powerful lesson in perseverance 
from a woman who would not give up' GUARDIAN 
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Family is the best thing in your life. And the 
worst

My mother once said to me, ‘I wish you could 
feel the way I do for eighteen seconds. Just 
eighteen seconds, so you’d know how awful it is.’

I thought about it. Realised we could all learn 
from being in another person’s head for 
eighteen seconds. Eighteen seconds inside 
Grandma Roberts’ head as she sat alone with 
her evening cup of tea, us girls upstairs in bed. 
Eighteen seconds inside one-year-old Colin’s 
head when he woke up in a foster home without 
his family. Eighteen seconds inside the head of a 
girl waiting for her bedroom door to open.

Writer, Louise Beech, looks back on the events that 
led to the day her mother wrote down her last 
words, then jumped off the Humber Bridge. She 
missed witnessing the horror herself by minutes.

Louise recounts the pain and trauma of her 
childhood with a delicious dark humour and a 
profound voice of hope for the future.

Louise Beech lives in East Yorkshire. Her debut, 
How to be Brave was a Guardian Readers’ 
Pick. In 2023 her new novel, End of Story, will 
be published under the pen name Louise 
Swanson. Louise regularly writes short stories for 
magazines, blogs, and talks at universities and 
literary events.

27 April 2023
Paperback • B-format
£9.99
ISBN: 9781837700202
320pp

Eighteen Seconds
Louise Beech

‘Upsetting, 
uplifting and 
inspiring’  
JOHN MARRS

‘Exquisitely told, 
achingly painful, 
searingly honest’ 
LIZ FENWICK

‘Authentic, 
unflinching and 
moving’ S. E . LYNES

‘A powerful 
memoir’  
MADELEINE BLACK

‘A heart-breaking, heart-
warming story – what 
courage to tell it, and tell 
it so well’ LIZ NUGENT
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The true and extraordinary story of the only 
surviving codebreaker to have worked on both 
Nazi and Japanese codes at Bletchley Park

Betty Webb has had a ringside seat to history. 
Graduating from school, she faced the usual 
limited opportunities for employment on offer 
to women at the time. However, with the war 
in full swing, fate intervened and in 1941, Betty 
joined the Women’s Army.

After being interviewed by an intelligence 
officer, she found herself at Euston station with 
her kit-bag, a travel warrant in her pocket and 
instructions to get off the train at Bletchley Park.

Between 1941 and 1945 Betty played a vital 
role in the top-secret efforts being made to 
decipher the secret communications of the 
Germans and later the Japanese. 

In 1945, she was sent to the Pentagon and was 
in Washington DC when the atomic bombs fell 
and when Eisenhower announced the end of 
the war.

In this fascinating book, she recounts the 
incredible stories from her time at Bletchley 
Park and the Pentagon.

Betty Webb MBE, Légion d’honneur, is a one-
hundred-year-old veteran who served at 
Bletchley Park and the Pentagon in the US 
during the Second World War. She was married 
and lives in London. 

No More Secrets
Betty Webb

04 May 2023
Paperback • B-format
£9.99
ISBN: 9781837700219
240pp 
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The true story of the copper at the heart of 
Line of Duty – meet the real Ted Hastings

‘The name’s Hastings. Like the battle’. So says 
the folk hero of the extraordinarily successful 
TV series Line of Duty. But what many people 
don’t realise is that the head of anti-corruption 
was inspired by real life anti-corruption hero, 
Sir Robert Mark. 

Back in the 1970s, as new Commissioner of the 
Metropolitan Police, Sir Robert battled against 
shameless corruption in the force, tackling 
head-on the shady comings-and-goings 
of some of his less-than-honest colleagues. 
Straight as a die and undaunted, Sir Robert 
oversaw the departure of 478 men from the 
Met during his almost-five year tenure, either 
following or in anticipation of criminal or 
disciplinary proceedings. 

This fascinating book reveals how the 
compelling TV drama reflects real crimes, 
events and figures from over the years, most 
notably Sir Robert. To this day, corruption in 
the force continues to be a problem that 
subsequent Commissioners have had to deal 
with, though none with quite the same level of 
success.  

Robin Jarossi is a freelance journalist and 
the author of The Hunt for the 60s’ Ripper. He 
is also an on-air contributor to true-crime 
documentaries on the BBC and CBS Reality, 
including Murder by the Sea.

11 May 2023
Paperback • B-format
£9.99
ISBN: 9781914451188
256pp

The Real Ted Hastings
Robin Jarossi
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The Tales and Tails of a Yorkshire Vet
Peter Wright

The nation’s best-loved vet looks back at the 
funniest, most absurd and heart-breaking 
animal encounters and situations he has been 
in over his long and highly successful career

‘My mentor and former boss Alf Wight said that 
the life of a vet is never dull and how true that 
was. It is funny looking back that he found fame 
through his James Herriot books, and now his 
former surgery and myself have been taken to 
the nation’s heart once again through our show 
The Yorkshire Vet.’

‘It just shows what a nation of animal lovers 
we are and these past few years have been 
particularly challenging for all of us with the 
Coronavirus outbreak. But what it has shown 
me is the comfort and support our pets give 
us in times like these. All the same, it was this, 
along with recent changes to my working life 
that gave me an opportunity to reflect, so I 
want to look back at some of my favourite 
cases and share them with you.’

Peter Wright was born near Thirsk in October 
1956 and grew up in North Yorkshire. He 
qualified from the University of Liverpool in 
1981 and worked at Skeldale until 2021, where 
he practised alongside Alf Wight (aka James 
Herriot) eventually taking over his practice. 
Peter is the star of the TV series The Yorkshire 
Vet, which follows his life and work in North 
Yorkshire. When not working, Peter enjoys 
playing bridge, gardening, taking part in tractor 
rallies and spending time with his family.

11 May 2023
Hardback • Royal
£20
ISBN: 9781914451782
240pp 
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The devastating murder of my daughter by a 
killer who should have been stopped

Georgia Williams’ murder at the hands of 
college pal Jamie Reynolds was a crime that 
shocked the nation: chillingly executed and 
horrific in its sexual depravity.

But when Georgia’s mother, Lynnette, and 
father, Steve – ironically a decorated murder 
squad detective –  questioned the events 
leading to their daughter’s death, they 
discovered it was also entirely preventable.

Drawing on Steve’s inside police knowledge, 
the couple exposed the litany of failures that let 
Reynolds infiltrate their lives – and allowed him 
to kill.

Now, in her powerful and moving memoir, 
Lynnette tries to get beyond the platitudes of 
‘mistakes made and lessons learned’ to effect 
real change, and also details the heartbreaking 
aftermath of a crime that should never have 
happened.

Lynnette Williams is chair of the Georgia 
Williams Trust, a charity established in Georgia’s 
memory which enables young people to 
access adventure and the outdoors. She also 
speaks in schools about violence and extreme 
pornography.

Robin Eveleigh is a full-time freelance journalist 
with 20 years’ experience writing for national 
and international print media.

Our Georgia
Lynnette Williams with Robin Eveleigh

25 May 2023
Paperback • B-format
£9.99
ISBN: 9781914451607
256pp 
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Beyond the Sea: A Wren at War Christian Lamb

19 August 2021
Paperback • B-format
£8.99
ISBN: 9781914451027
304pp

Vow of Silence Suzanne Walsh

16 September 2021
Paperback • B-format 
£7.99
ISBN: 9781914451034
336pp

Love, duty and true-life adventure in the shadow of the 
Second World War.

Christian Lamb is one of the last surviving Wren Officers to 
have served throughout the Second World War, from Blitz-
ravaged London, to the important Radar and Operations 
rooms and undertaking a vital role in D-Day.

Escaping both the Spanish Flu pandemic when she was 
born and the pandemic we are emerging from today, she 
has reached the impressive age of 101. Now she leads us 
through the story of her extraordinary life and the wartime 
experiences of her fellow Wrens.
 

A convent home run by monsters and a secret that 
haunted us for 50 years.

Suzanne suffered five heart attacks and made it through 
open heart surgery. But even that pales in comparison to the 
horrors she faced as a young girl.

Her childhood became the ‘stuff of nightmares’ after 
her father passed away. ‘Mammy’ was forced into the 
heartbreaking decision to put Suzanne and her five siblings 
into church-run orphanages in Dublin while she worked 
away. It was just meant to be temporary.

What really happened behind those church doors? This is 
Suzanne’s heartbreaking and touching story.

‘Compelling, heartbreaking and inspiring’  
JOAN N E FROGGATT

‘A riveting story’ MOLLY SHAN NON 

THE SUNDAY 
TIMES 

BESTSELLER
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‘A WW2 heroine’ DAN SNOW

‘An extraordinary life’ LIZ EARLE
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Faithless Seth Walker

3 February 2022
Paperback • B-format 
£8.99
ISBN: 9781914451058
240pp

Secret Spirit Sally Morgan

18 November 2021
Paperback • B-format  
£8.99
ISBN: 9781914451201 
288pp 

Britain’s best-loved psychic medium lifts the veil on 
connecting with hidden higher powers. And now, for the 
first time, she shares her knowledge with you.

Secret Spirit is Sally’s ground-breaking guide to the power of 
spirit and how to harness it to improve life, love, health and 
happiness.

Drawing on her own amazing encounters with the world of 
spirit and peppered with anecdotes about her crazy showbiz 
psychic life, Secret Spirit lifts the veil on life and death and 
positive spirit power.

SUNDAY 
TIMES 

BESTSELLING 
AUTHOR

This is no ordinary parish, and no ordinary priest - a true 
story of poverty, haunting, exorcism, birth, death and 
murder.

Seth was a priest. He served for 10 years and 163 days. Then 
he decided to die.

Beginning with his bungled suicide attempt, Faithless charts 
the incidents within Seth’s ministry that led him to that point.

From dealing with a cult leader to performing exorcisms 
in haunted houses, Seth has seen the unimaginable. He 
has escaped from the clutches of a man who showed 
signs of being possessed and helped rebuild families after 
unthinkable tragedy.

 ‘Have you ever questioned whether you are doing 
the right thing?’

Can you reach the hidden higher powers  
in your life?
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Broken Shy Keenan

26 May 2022 
Paperback • B-format 
£7.99
ISBN: 9781914451003
352pp

Top Girl Danielle Marin

03 March 2022
Paperback • B-format 
£8.99
ISBN: 9781914451065
320pp

Top Girl is the tell-all, true story of a grammar school girl 
turned county lines drug dealer.

Gritty. Shocking. True.

The most shocking childhood story ever told.  
An inspirational author who survived it.

‘I was born and broken in Birkenhead, abused from infancy 
by a network of every kind of pervert from ‘thinks it’s love’ 
to ‘show it hurts’. I was unwanted, beaten, sold, swapped, 
photographed, filmed, left for dead, corrupted, blamed, 
betrayed, ignored and orphaned.’

‘But I was also born with a fire inside me. I call it my Phoenix 
Fire. I am no victim – that word only describes what 
happened to me. Nor am I a survivor because that implies 
I am over it. I am a Phoenix – a work in progress. This is my 
story…’

THE SUNDAY 
TIMES 

BESTSELLER
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‘An unmissable insight. You should read this’ 
DAILY MIRROR

‘Vivid, insightful and extremely powerful,  
I have thought about this book every  
day since reading it’ MARIE CLARE

‘A horrifying insight into gang violence  
and county lines culture’  
THE SUN

‘Gripping. Enlightening and surprisingly 
emotional. I couldn’t put it down’  
CLE M M I E TE LFORD

‘Shy is trying hard to make the world a safer 
place for my children' OBSERVER
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The Missing Pieces of Mum Sally Herbert

9 June 2022
Paperback • B-format 
£8.99
ISBN: 9781914451010
336pp
Not for Sale in Canada
Also available 
Hardback • Demy
£12.99

A search for the truth about a stolen past and the hunt for 
a long lost family.

Born out of wedlock in Dublin in 1937, Phyllis grew up in a 
tough, church-run orphanage. She thought by fulfilling her 
dream to become a nurse in England, her life might change, 
but her loveless childhood predisposed a loveless marriage 
and things began to spiral out of control for her and her 
daughter, Sally.

Looking for the answers to why both their lives went so 
spectacularly wrong, led Sally to ask questions about the 
real identity of her mother: ‘Who was she? Why was she 
abandoned... I needed to find answers before it was too late.’

Rights sold to HarperCollins, Canada

Murder by the Sea Robin Jarossi & David Howard

07 July 2022
Paperback • B-format
£8.99
ISBN: 9781914451645
304pp

True crime stories from our sinister shores. 
AS SEEN ON TV!

Be prepared for a journey from where the land meets the 
sea, to where life meets death. 

There is something sinister about a British seaside town. 
On the surface they’re all funfairs and breezy promenades. 
Yet dig a little deeper in the sand and you soon uncover an 
underworld of murder, madness and mayhem…

Murder by the Sea is a companion book to the long-running 
true-crime documentary series on CBS Reality. Since 2018 the 
programme has examined some of the most extraordinary 
murder cases in Britain’s seaside towns. From Blackpool to 
Bournemouth, Southport to Pembrokeshire, people love to be 
beside the seaside, but away from the piers, the arcades and 
beautiful beaches lurk some dark secrets...

'A must-read!' PHYLLIS WH ITSE LL

A beach read like no other
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End of Innocence Zoë Apostolides 

18 August 2022
Paperback • B-format 
£9.99
ISBN: 9781914451454
320pp

Sorry For Your Loss Kate Marshall  
with Linda Watson-Brown

21 July 2022
Paperback • B-format 
£8.99
ISBN: 9781914451560
256pp

What working with the dead taught me about life.

Meet Mr X: Found in his apartment months after his death, 
Mr X has no relatives that can be traced. He is the longest-
serving resident of the mortuary, having been there for 
almost a year while the search for his elusive family 
continues. The staff talk to him like an old friend, but Mr X is 
disintegrating and a decision has to be made soon.

Meet Mary: Her baby girl has been lost in the 15th week of 
pregnancy, Mary’s last chance to have a child. Mary won’t 
allow Abigail to leave the mortuary until she has finished 
reading a book to her. She visits twice each day, sitting with 
her baby, reading to her, speaking to no one , until she finally 
opens up to Kate.

The untold stories behind the victims of child killer  
Robert Black.

The book focuses on the 1978 disappearance of Genette 
Tate. The 13-year-old schoolgirl vanished while out delivering 
newspapers on her bicycle in the Exeter countryside; no 
trace of her was ever discovered.

With new and rarely seen comments from family, police 
and inside the courtroom, the story links her case to the 
earlier abductions of April Fabb (also 13), Christine Markham 
(9) and Mary Boyle (6). None of these unsolved cases 
was assumed to be linked until 1990, when a man was 
apprehended having just kidnapped a six-year-old girl. That 
man was Robert Black, a notorious murderer about whom 
relatively little has been written.
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Haunting, uplifting and informative, Sorry For Your Loss shows us that  
the way we approach death can make life all the more precious

'An intriguing and informative read' JOY KLUVE R
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Dirty Briefs Dave Fendem

01 September 2022
Paperback • B-format 
£9.99
ISBN: 9781914451171
272pp

The hilarious struggles and shocking tales of a  
bare-knuckle criminal barrister.

From top to bottom – a journey through the legal profession 
unlike anything seen before.

‘For those who think that all barristers are high flyers blessed 
with fabulous incomes and sophisticated lives, this book will 
decisively re-inform you. It will dispel any myth that those 
we trust to steer the ship are any less maladjusted than the 
clients they represent.’

‘Unapologetically rude and irreverent, welcome to the real 
world of criminal barristers; an unruly place where nudity, 
misappropriation of sex toys and dirty protests are not 
just for the accused, and where judges’ discomfort brings 
widespread joy.’

Taken Michelle Pearson with Eve Hatton

01 September 2022
Paperback • B-format
£9.99
ISBN: 9781914451768
304pp

A True Story of the Pain and Scandal of Forced Adoption

In 1972, Michelle Pearson gave up her son for adoption.

As ‘one of those girls’, she was expected to hide her shame 
with secrecy. No one should ever find out she’d had a child.

But she never forgot the son who was taken from her.

This is Michelle’s story of love, loss and hope.

'Wonderfully entertaining – and strangely poignant – insight into what  
it is like having to deal with society’s criminal underbelly' TH E SU N

‘Interesting. Fascinating. I wanted to hold Michelle’s hand and say  
“We can do this”’ LOU ISE ALLE N
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The Boy Who Sat by the Window David Hodge

08 September 2022
Hardback • B-format 
£12.99
ISBN: 9781914451744
304pp

The story of the Queen of Soho. With a foreword by Boy 
George.

The extraordinary life story of David Hodge – the ‘Very  
Miss Dusty O’. 

A gripping true story of a bullied young boy from the 
midlands, who grew up to become the Queen of Soho.
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The Notorious Guide to Britain Paul Donnelley

13 October 2022
Hardback • B-format 
£12.99
ISBN: 9781914451072
320pp

A fascinating tour of the weird, wonderful, murderous and 
marvellous.

Why were some customers at Harrods offered cognac or 
smelling salts during their visit to the store?

What links DJ ‘Whispering Bob’ Harris to a split pair of velvet 
trousers? 

A fun and informative trip around the highways (not 
forgetting the low ways) and byways of Great Britain. Within 
its pages you will find love and romance, murder and 
mayhem, royalty, aristocrats and commoners, politics and 
politicians, sex and scandal, sporting triumphs and sporting 
disasters, millionaires and eccentrics, film stars and train 
robbers and much more.

‘Enjoy this story. I already jumped to the parts 
about me’ BOY GEORGE

‘Insightful, lonely, laugh out loud funny’  
JEAN ETTE WI NTE RSON

‘A deeply satisfying memoir about escape’  
JU LIAN CL ARY

'A great read' THE QUEER REVIEW

‘A splendid collection of deeds and misdeeds of 
the good, the bad and the downright nasty and 
the places they frequented’ JAM ES MORTON 

SUNDAY 
TIMES 

BESTSELLING 
AUTHOR






